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Let me begin by thanking the Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences, and the Royal
Society of Canada, for the opportunity to speak to you about digital inclusion. It is a real honour
to be here today. The research informing this talk was funded by the Canada Research Chair
Program, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council and Ryerson University. I am
very grateful for this support.

Introduction
“There’s an app for that,” we’re often told, when trying to do something. Perhaps you came
here in an Uber. Or you may have found your way to the hotel by following the blue dot on
Google Maps. Maybe you SnapChatted your kids when you woke up, or posted a picture of this
magnificent view on Instagram. Did you check Donald Trump’s latest tweets from your phone
this morning? At home and away from home, you might stream music on Spotify, figure out
how to do something by watching a YouTube video and communicate with friends and family
with Facetime or Skype or Viber or WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger.
But for many, these apps are inaccessible, unusable, or outside comfort zones. Even just a
couple of years ago, it would have sounded like I was speaking a foreign language in reciting
this list. Perhaps it still does. Indeed, my spellcheck program does not recognize many of these
names.
Today’s reality though is that much of what we do in our everyday lives involves
communication technologies. As citizens engaging with governments, as friends or family
interacting with our loved ones, as consumers, as employers and employees, as students, as
teachers, and as researchers, our interactions involve technology. Whether we need to use an
app on a smartphone, a web browser on a computer, or a set-top box on a TV, there are many
ordinary activities that are increasingly difficult to do without some interaction with technology.
And that is a problem for many in our society.
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This is the text of a “Big Thinking” lecture delivered at the Royal Society of Canada Annual Meeting in
Kingston, Ontario, on November 19, 2016.
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Despite the title of this talk, I’m not going to focus on apps and smartphones, other than to
note that 27% of Canadian adults don’t have a smartphone, and 48% don’t have a tablet. Even
with a device that provides access to communication services, there are still barriers that make
it challenging for many to make full use of the technologies becoming embedded in our society.
Before going any further, let me provide some definitions. This talk is about digital inclusion.
Digitally included individuals can use computers or smartphones or tablets for transactions with
businesses or governments, for communication, to create and consume entertainment, and to
access information about anything they wish. That is, they can make use of these digital
communication tools to be part of society. Given the prevalence of digital means of interaction,
western societies are now often described as digital societies. Digital societies are supported by
digital economies and populated by digital citizens.
The Internet is the location for many digital activities, as it allows communication between
individuals and organizations across large or small distances. To be digitally included, citizens
must have internet access, with broadband internet, that is – fast internet, preferred. So
understanding the nature of internet access is important to any investigation of digital inclusion.
Digital inclusion also requires that people can make use of the technologies to which they have
access, meaning that the technologies should be affordable and simple to learn how to use.
Digitally literate people know how to use digital technologies in ways that realize benefits, and
in ways that are secure and protect their privacy. Digital literacy allows individuals to fully
participate in digital society. When combined with good internet access, digital literacy enables
digital inclusion.

The Challenges of Digital Inclusion in Canada
The Trudeau government has yet to offer any substantive plans to advance digital inclusion in
Canada. But the current consultation on developing an Inclusive Innovation Agenda led by the
Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, and the cultural policy review on
Canadian Content in a Digital World led by the Minister of Heritage will benefit from a strong
understanding of the state of digital inclusion in Canada, and as I will argue at the end of this
talk, immediate action to improve the status quo. This is because inclusive innovation, and the
creation and consumption of content in a digital world both require a digitally literate citizenry
with affordable, reliable access to digital tools and communication channels.
Access
Availability
Digital inclusion requires internet access, and access requires availability.
In its 2016 Communications Monitoring Report, the CRTC, Canada’s telecommunications and
broadcasting regulator, stated that broadband is available to more than 99% of Canadian
households.1 But a closer reading of the report reveals that in 2015, seven percent of
households2 did not have access to competitively priced broadband of the quality needed to
support everyday internet use.3 More than 900,000 Canadian households4 could not, even if
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they wanted to, subscribe to a service that supports multiple users accessing the web
simultaneously, or that allows participation in distance learning, or online consultations with
health professionals. Service at this level was just not available to them.
Take as an example Michel Gammon, who lives less than 100 km from Montreal. Wanting to
provide information about his internet services to a CRTC consultation on Canadians’
telecommunications needs,5 he was offered the option to present to the Commission using
Skype. “Oh, the irony,” he said, telling the commission “in fact, I cannot reliably use Skype
because of frequent interruptions and lost connections, all on account of slow internet
provided by satellite.”6
As one of more than 80 parties who participated in the public hearing7 that was part of the
Commission’s Review of Basic Telecommunications Services, Mr. Gammon was not alone in his
concerns, or in his willingness to share them with the CRTC. Participants’ testimonies and the
follow-up dialogue between them and the CRTC commissioners is recorded in more than 1600
pages of transcripts.8 The hearing transcripts supplement the hundreds of written interventions
lodged with the Commission in 2015 and 2016.9 The CRTC also got input from more than 30,000
respondents to a survey asking about the sorts of telecommunications services needed for
Canadians to participate in the digital economy.10
The richness of these data is incredible, with the public record of the consultation offering a
phenomenal resource for scholars to explore. A dominant message to the CRTC from Canadians
is that despite the extensive wired, mobile and satellite broadband networks spanning the
country, many households simply cannot get a quality service where they live. For these
Canadians, access to high quality broadband services is a barrier to digital inclusion.
Allow me to pause here to note that I am using the words “Canadians” and “citizens” as
inclusive terms to describe anyone using a communication service in Canada to participate in
society, regardless of their nationality.
Affordability
Many Canadians told the CRTC that they have trouble getting the internet access they require
to live, work and to play in a digital world. For those for whom access is available, affordability
is often also an issue. Very diverse groups of Canadians provided compelling information to the
CRTC about the challenges faced in paying for internet access at existing rates.11 Among those
with affordability concerns were low and moderate income Canadians, members of First
Nations, Canadians with disabilities and those reliant upon mobile or satellite broadband for
whom data caps were a particular concern. Among Canadians who do not use the internet, 24%
report it is the costs of an internet service or a computer that keep them offline.12
Adoption
According to the CRTC, in 2015 only 70% of Canadian households subscribed to internet
services with sufficient capacity to engage in the everyday activities that we now conduct
online.13 While the Harper Government’s 2014 Digital Canada 150 plan claimed that “Canada
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will rank among world leaders in adopting digital technologies”,14 with upwards of 4 million
households15 either not connected to the internet, or connected at slow speeds, it seems that
there is work to be done just to ensure that all Canadians are able to participate as digital
citizens.
Availability and affordability of quality broadband services are not the only barriers to digital
inclusion. Consistent with many previous studies, Ipsos reported that the most common reason
for not having an internet subscription in 2015 was that individuals were not interested in the
internet or didn’t find it useful. Also consistent with previous research, Ipsos reports that the
people least likely to have home internet access and to use the internet are those who are
older, have low household incomes, live in rural or remote communities or have a high school
education or less.16
Literacy
The Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development said in a speech earlier this
week that “the digital economy is the economy.”17 And in a digital economy, having the skills to
access information and services online matters. In Ontario for example, the new Minister
Responsible for Digital Government has a mandate to “drive digital transformation across
government and modernize public service delivery,” with a digital by default approach.18
Digital government. Digital transformation. Digital by default. This language, and the changes
that it will bring, may be intimidating for those not comfortable in this new world. Digital by
default means that the government’s preferred way of providing services is over the internet,
through mobile apps or a web interface. Although in-person or telephone based services may
still be available, digital delivery is touted as offering more convenience and a better overall
experience. But a large body of research on digital literacy and internet use indicates that many
internet users are not able to, or simply do not perform the sorts of basic tasks needed to
communicate and transact online. Speaking at the hearing on basic telecommunication services,
CRTC Chair Jean-Pierre Blais observed: “Individual Canadians came to testify that they did not
choose to face life in poverty or challenged by physical or mental disabilities. Yet governments
at all levels have chosen to ask these citizens to seek government services through digital
platforms,” saying “This has had consequences.”19
While Ipsos reports that 95% of Canadians have some form of internet access, it categorizes
close to 30% of internet users as having low or very low digital participation rates.20 Low
participation means individuals’ use of the internet is quite limited, indicating they are unlikely
to benefit from the digital transformations underway.
Such individuals also risk exclusion from a society where social interactions and information
exchange increasingly take place through digital communication tools. While the internet might
not have been relevant in the past, what happens when familiar services, including old media,
disappear, replaced by new digital only offerings?
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For instance, individuals without the skills to use the internet to search for, and read or watch
news will find their options to remain informed limited in future. In my hometown, The Guelph
Mercury, which had published a daily newspaper since 1867, printed its final edition in January
2016. Now it distributes news through Twitter, a Facebook page, a website and a mobile app.21
Outside our large cities, CBC television signals are no longer broadcast over the air.22 People
who relied on those signals in the past are increasingly dependent on the internet to receive
their television programming, but it can be quite complicated to work out how to find the
programming they would like to watch. Despite the Canadian government’s assertion that
“Digital content is easily accessed and can be consumed anywhere,”23 for many individuals the
task of figuring out how to display their programs in a watchable format on their devices of
choice is not a trivial one.
Research investigating how using communication technologies leads to improved outcomes in
everyday life finds that development of technical skills is just the first step toward realizing the
socio-economic benefits of digital society.24 Individuals must also develop the capacity to
critically assess information, and to understand the privacy and security concerns inherent in
digital communication. As such, encouraging progress toward a digital society just by
encouraging increased usage of technologies is an incomplete strategy, and measuring capacity
to engage by looking at indicators of use is also insufficient.
To recap, a digitally inclusive society is one in which everyone has affordable access to high
quality internet services and has sufficient capacity to use digital tools to participate
meaningfully in society. A digitally inclusive society is easy to define and imagine, but much
more difficult to realize.

Steps to digital inclusion
There are many players working to enable digital inclusion in Canada, through initiatives to
extend access, improve affordability, increase participation rates and foster digital literacy.
Private sector broadband providers have invested tens of billions of dollars in broadband
infrastructure,25 and continue to make substantial investments to roll out faster mobile and
fixed broadband services. To extend broadband infrastructure to rural and remote parts of the
country that are not served by the private sector, the federal government has invested, or
committed to invest, more than a billion dollars,26 often working in partnership with provincial
governments or First Nations. In addition, provincial governments have themselves invested
billions of dollars to increase broadband availability within their jurisdictions.27
Local communities also see value in investing in broadband. In Olds, Alberta the Olds Institute
for Community and Regional Development built its own broadband network, driven by “passion
to create a connected community in Olds where residents and businesses have access to the
kinds of technology services and experiences you’d find in larger cities.”28 The O-Net network
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now offers the fastest internet available in Canada, provided by an organization committed to
use technology to enrich the lives of members of its community.
There are many other individuals and organizations making extraordinary efforts to help more
Canadians access the internet. Andrew Wright, from the Chebucto Community Net Society, in
Nova Scotia, told the CRTC “the answer to Canada’s access woes is to empower non-profit
community-based groups, to build high speed infrastructure with a community Internet fund.
Internet is relatively expensive to install. The costs are front end loaded. But once in, is cheap to
run.”29 As he noted, the importance of community involvement has been demonstrated
repeatedly, both in Canada and internationally.
But what I find remarkable about Mr. Wright’s intervention is the statement that followed his
call for more empowerment of community-based groups. Noting that his organization has
installed affordable high quality internet service for residents in low-income provincially owned
apartment buildings he commented that the first phase of the project was funded by board
members of the organization. He then said “I used to have a car. Now 309 residents in two 10storey buildings have low-cost public run access. It was a good trade.” When CRTC
Commissioner Molnar observed that she was “not sure that everybody’s willing to sell their car
for the betterment of their community” Mr. Wright responded “It needed to be done. It wasn’t
getting done. Talking about it for years didn’t do a thing. We figured if we gave an example that
people could actually look at, that people could see, yes, this is actually doable, that they would
follow.”30
Nevertheless, despite all this investment, from the private sector, across all levels of
government, from community organizations and with significant contributions from volunteers,
millions of Canadian households31 still do not subscribe to home broadband services of a quality
that the CRTC determined should be available to all by 2015.
As the telecommunications regulator, it is the CRTC’s role to “ensure that all Canadians have
access to a world-class communications system and that they are able to participate in the
digital economy.”32 Over the past few years, the CRTC has taken action to improve the
availability of very fast broadband services, and to improve access to mobile internet services
across the country. But the companies the CRTC regulates are often resistant to the changes it
imposes, and find ways to delay their implementation.
Despite an ambitious agenda and a strong and demonstrated commitment to acting in the
public interest, the CRTC cannot single handedly enable all Canadians to participate in the
digital economy. Commission Chair JP Blais made this point very forcefully, in what he himself
indicated was an unusual intervention midway through the April 2016 hearing on basic
telecommunications services.
This consultation is expected to result in new policies to ensure all Canadians have access to a
basic level of communications services, with the characteristics of basic service determined
based on the evidence submitted through the hearing. The point that Chairman Blais made with
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his intervention is that the world is changing quickly, and Canada needs a plan. He called on the
government to work with the CRTC and industry to develop a coherent national broadband
strategy using an open and transparent process, and based on evidence from all Canadians. Let
me quote several sentences from Blais’s remarks:
“Every day that goes by without a more robust Canadian broadband strategy means Canadians
who are socially and economically vulnerable continue to be profoundly disadvantaged.
Every week that goes by without a more robust Canadian broadband strategy means many
regions in this country are unable to attract or keep residents, and businesses, to ensure social
progress as well as economic prosperity and growth.
Every month that goes by without a more robust Canadian broadband strategy means Canada
is competitively disadvantaged as other countries move ahead and advance on their digital
productivity, innovation, and competitiveness.” 33
In my own intervention to this consultation, copied to the Federal ministers of Innovation34 and
of Infrastructure,35 I argued that Canada actually needs more than just a broadband strategy. I
called for development of a comprehensive digital strategy offering a vision of how digital
technologies can be used “to improve delivery of services across all levels of the economy,
realizing economic efficiencies, enabling innovation and improving quality of life in Canadian
communities.”36
Months have passed. The government still appears to be in consultation mode, with no
evidence of any real plan. There appears to be no focus to its digital infrastructure initiatives. In
addition to the $500 million earmarked for rural broadband in the March budget, further
infrastructure funds for internet connectivity were promised to rural and northern communities
in the Fall economic statement.37 A Smart Cities challenge was proposed, with mention of
advanced digital connectivity for homes and businesses – plans to follow in 2017. And there’s
also the new Canada Infrastructure Bank, which will invest in “revenue-generating
infrastructure projects and plans that contribute to the long-term sustainability of
infrastructure across the country.”38
Just this week, Navdeep Bains, Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development
promoted his Innovation Agenda to Canada’s telecom industry and policy makers at a
conference in Ottawa, offering the following remarks:
“Our government is prepared to think big, aim high and act boldly. We imagine networks ten
times faster than the current standard.
We want to close the digital divide and give all Canadians access to broadband.
We want all Canadians to benefit from a competitive marketplace with affordable and
innovative services.”39
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These are fine words, but they must be supported with tangible actions. Imagining networks
ten times faster than the current standard is not enough. Similar networks are already in place
in many countries around the world, as a result of policy initiatives first envisioned a decade or
more ago. If Minister Bains truly intends to close the digital divide and give all Canadians access
to broadband, a plan, and action are needed, now. If Heritage Minister Joly wishes to make
Canadian content available in a digital world, more affordable broadband access is required,
along with initiatives to increase Canadians’ capacity to discover and consume content in digital
form. If the Canada Infrastructure Bank wants to encourage private investment in social
infrastructure, there is a strong business case to be made for investment in broadband.
The CRTC, civil society, academics, industry, communities and governments have been working
to foster digital inclusion in Canada for the past decade or more. There have been countless
initiatives to extend broadband access, improve affordability and service quality, encourage
adoption and help Canadians to develop digital literacy, but often the initiatives have been
undertaken in isolation, or even at cross- purposes. The Minister of Innovation, Science and
Economic Development says the government is prepared to think big, aim high and act boldly.
Canadians are engaged on this file, with many already working through the CRTC to advance
our digital society and realize the potential of full digital inclusion. The challenges we face are
well understood, and we have the collective capacity to develop solutions locally or adapt
approaches adopted in other countries. Transition to the digital economy continues rapidly, and
now is the time to bring together the disparate actors to develop a plan to deliver the benefits
of digital society to all.
In a digital society, being told “there is an app for that” should not invoke fear, or lead to digital
exclusion. Rather, devices will be affordable, broadband will be universally accessible, and
support for using apps to access online information and services will be easily available. This
future is possible. In closing, I call on our government to do more than just imagine this future,
and to take immediate, tangible actions to achieve it.
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